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J % ( (2; -7i ) ( z j -7j ) ) and Tij k = EO ((Ti -7% ) ( z j -7j ) ( z k -7k ) ) .
Note that gij equals the inverse of 9 " . We refer to a function f which maps ui=o,l,,,, X i to ' N (any set of probability distri- We let fb", denote the bias corrected MLE with respect to 8 (see for example [l] ). Concerning the expectation parameter of fb",, we can show the following. Theorem 2 implies that we can approximate the P.B.E. with Jeffreys prior (which is hard to derive in general) simply by deriving an appropriate MDL estimator or a bias-corrected MLE. Some important topics of future research are as follows: To analyze the difference between the B.E. and the P.B.E. and to evaluate directly the performance of f w J , f:dl, and fb",. The argument in this abstract is restricted to the case in which the class of sources is an i.i.d. exponential family. The same problem for Markov sources is discussed in [4] . We would also like to analyze the case for curved exponential families.
